180?
About
Turn!

The 180° approach
under canopy is the
most difficult and
dangerous
Whether you are a high performance or
an inexperienced canopy pilot, it is vital
to appreciate the risks before even
thinking about attempting an intentional
180° turn before landing. It’s essential to
understand the potential problems,
especially if you’re a student or
conservative jumper, so as not to fall
into the 180° trap. The 180 is more
dangerous and difficult than a straight-in
approach, a 90° and all other degrees of
rotation that do not start facing
180 degrees away from the target
landing direction.

Problems
Apart from building high airspeeds, which can
lead to its own series of difficulties, the 180°
approach has three major problems:

Problem 1 – Poor Vision

If we take a 180° approach, landing into wind,
under normal conditions the jumper flies
downwind past the final stopping point. This
means that it is difficult to see the final target
as it will be behind you for a certain amount of
time. Recently we have seen catastrophic
results of such visibility problems, in the UK
with two jumpers colliding on the ground, and
in Germany with an in-air collision, due to
looking at the ground while making a 180° turn.

Problem 2 – The 180° Trap

The 180° approach pulls people into turning low.
It suckers you in. What happens is that, with a
normal approach, the pilot is flying downwind to
the last turn. This means that over the ground

you have both your canopy speed and the wind
speed combined. If we take a conservative
canopy speed of 15 kmph and a wind of
15 kmph, this means you are travelling across
the ground at 30 kmph! This high ground speed
makes it very difficult to be exactly in the perfect
place at the correct height for your turn. We only
have a split second to be in the right place at
the right time.
Combined with this high ground speed, we
have the human factor. What happens is that
because the set-up is difficult we sometimes
arrive at our last turn altitude too late without
reaching our turning point over the ground. The
problem is we can still see our objective in
front of us and we think ‘If I fly a little further, I
can make it!’ We fly a little further to reach our
objective but now we are too low!
An example of this is when an inexperienced
canopy pilot is trying to make it back from a
deep spot, especially if trying to clear an
obstacle. They can see the landing area and

they think if they just continue a little further...
then panic kicks in, they remember they’ve
been told they should land into wind, so they
initiate the 180° turn – sometimes too late and
too low with severe consequences.
With experienced pilots this problem is usually
due to trying to land somewhere specific such
as by the spectators; with more advanced
jumpers when trying to make a set of gates. It
is this reason in particular why we at the Safe
Flight School do not encourage 180°
approaches when working with entry gates.

Problem 3 – Limited Outs

The final problem is that the options to take an
early exit are limited when making this
approach, particularly when turning towards an
obstacle. When facing obstacles, this approach
may not allow for stopping the rotation if
someone is too low. The only option is to turn
more quickly to lose less altitude or to make a
flatter turn but, if there is an obstacle, the
jumper is forced to complete the turn.

Solutions

Solution 1
Don’t use the 180° Approach!

With every other type of approach, both for traditional
flight plans and advanced high performance landings,
these three problems do not exist. The traditional flight
plan uses a crosswind section (base leg) meaning that
the last turn is 90 degrees. We can always see our target
when we approach; we are normally flying crosswind so
that means our ground speed is lower making it easier to
reach the correct set up point and altitude; and we have
numerous exit options such as taking a narrower or
wider turn as taught in our progression.
For students and lower experienced jumpers remember
that getting back to the drop zone and turning every
time to face into wind are not our ultimate landing
priorities! Our first priority is to have the wing level above
our head when we land. This means if you are not
certain that you can make it back look for an alternative
landing area, clear of obstacles and into wind if possible,
without requiring an aggressive turn.
With experienced jumpers, generally someone who does
a well executed safe, powerful 90° approach flies further
than most people trying to turn 180°. Why? Airspeed is
all too easy to achieve; the question is, what you do with
that airspeed. The well executed 90° turn may not
achieve as high an airspeed but a good pilot can use
this speed to fly as far as possible. An imperfect 180°
approach may initially achieve higher airspeed but the
pilot then uses this airspeed to survive by exchanging it
for lift and flaring aggressively to save an impact, ending
up travelling less distance in the swoop.

Solution 2
Manage your Progression

Whilst it is important to avoid 180° approaches when
possible, for the more advanced competition pilot, it’s
still an essential part of the progression to larger degrees
of rotation and should not be skipped. However the 180
needs to be seen a progression step only so the pilot
can build mental pictures and develop muscle memory
for the increased rotation. It should only be carried out
when the pilot understands these problems and the
difficulty of the flight plan. It shouldn’t be used on gates
and the landing area should be open enough so that at
any point the pilot can abort. Move onto this approach
only when you are turning a consistently (8 from 10) high
and powerful 90° turn with a good natural landing arc
with minimum use of flare input. Make sure that you are
familiar with a variety of different inputs to make flatter
turns in case you need to use them and know how to
generate lift during rotation.
Brian Vacher
info@safeflightschool.com

NB
It is advised by the BPA that no-one starts manoeuvres
with any riser or turn input until they are qualified to do so,
ie, they must be C licence and comply with Section 2, para
6.3.1 of the BPA Operations Manual. Anyone with less

than 200 jumps should not contemplate high
performance landings of any type.
Always remember that by increasing the speed of your
canopy deliberately near the ground you must accept that
you have increased the risk of your skydive considerably.
High performance landings can be fun and look good but
the consequences of getting it wrong can be very painful
or even fatal.
Anyone wishing to learn high performance landings should
get proper instruction from a recognised canopy school.
Learning swooping from an article is in no way a substitute
for actual tuition.
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